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Architecture and UNESCO Buffer Zones
The scientific and academic research for the definition of
layouts of design actions for profiles of fragile territories
The objective of the research is to develop Design Models
for the UNESCO Buffer Zones of archaeological sites
located in the so-called fragile territories. In particular, the
research defines three profiles of fragile territory (low,
medium, high density), each identified by its own special
features, needs and design questions.
Each territorial profile is studied and investigated
through a selected case study, with the final objective of
extrapolating a layout of design actions. Case studies are
selected within the framework of scientific and academic
research. More specifically, the research refers to some
International Calls for Projects organized (or planned) by
“Accademia Adrianea di Architettura e Archeologia”; these
Calls are set on World Heritage Sites, their Buffer Zones
and the so-called “areas of interest”.
The resulting layout is to be applied and verified onto three
specific sandboxes (one per case study, one per territorial
profile), chosen among the archaeological sites in Italy
that already have a Management Plan. The final purpose
of the research is to elaborate a specific design model for
each of the three territorial contexts.
By design action we do not simply mean an operation
conceived, designed and finally built. We mean an
architectural gesture that acts on the existing in order to
determine a new status – which tends to be better than the
previous one. The power of the gesture is determined by
its strategic purpose and by its final form. If the final form
corresponds to a concrete and tangible nature – or at least
designed and potentially defined by volumes and materials
–, an abstract and intangible nature corresponds to the
strategic purpose, consisting of that system of reflections
and triggering causes that determine its needs.
The nature of the design action is therefore twofold,
suspended between matter and thought. In order to be
identified and recognized, therefore, the design actions
must be defined through both natures. Especially when
the study framework is real/realistic (as it happens in the
case of the International Calls) the two aspects cannot
be considered separately. The fact that the context of
investigation is territorially defined, makes the essential
reasons traceable; the fact that they have been faced
during the Calls, implies the existence of a collection of
possible solutions.
The “strategic purpose” of the design actions is mainly
found in the competition notice. The focus is set on the
questions defined by the Call about the site, its needs and
its potential; but how does the Call define these strategies?
The prerequisite for drafting an effective competition
notice is the complete and deep knowledge of the place
and its relationships. This must be investigated according
to the nature of the corresponding territorial profile, and
the underlying relationships.
The “final form” of the design actions is mainly found in the
project proposals. It cannot be excluded that some formal
aspects are already mentioned by the competition notice,
such as dimensions (volumes, surfaces, …) or architectural
approaches. Both the “what” and the “how” of the projects
fall into the category of “final form” form, as they define the
tangible and perceivable aspect of the design actions. In
this sense, the category will include: an abacus of solutions
selected from the final projects presented (the “what”) and
a list of design criteria (the “how”).
As a synthesis, it is possible to say that the layout of
design actions consists of a series of “strategic” aspects,
plus some “formal” ones. Their reorganization in a layout
derives not so much from putting them in a hierarchy,
but from the recognition of their unavoidable and constant
interrelation af the strategic and formal aspect.
The verification of the layout derives from the possibility
of building links between these actions, as well as from
their identification in a specific profile. They constitute
a structure, a schedule within which the project should
move, which oscillates between the fixed points (the project
actions identified for the profile) and a margin of freedom
(given by the reciprocal relationships between the design
actions). The layout does not constitute a fixed scheme, but
a system of actions – already applied and recognized in the
case study – which can be reiterated within the reference
profile and, more in detail, to the corresponding sandbox.
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Img. 1: interpretation diagrams of the three profiles – Img. 2: strategic scheme for the Buffer Zone of Villa Adriana – Img. 3: the area of interest
of the Call for the Grand Villa Adriana and its Buffer Zones, with the indication of its three scopes – Img. 4: interpretation scheme of the territorial
context of Villa Adriana – Img. 5: satellite view of the of the “Tibur“ territory with Villa Adriana, its Buffer Zone, the Aniene river and Tivoli – Img.
6: masterplan for the Buffer Zone of Villa Adriana UNESCO Archaeological Site, Project elaborated during the PhD Workshop Ascending the
city, ascending the history. Tivoli: from antiquity to industrial archaeology“ (Tivoli 2019, Proff: P.F. Caliari, M. Vaudetti, M. Borsotti), design by:
G. Allegretti, C. D’Ambros, M. Ghorbanbakhsh, C. Lionello, E. Miglietta, V. Sorgini, G. Taronna – Img. 7a-g: images of the projects presented to
the “International Call for the Grand Villa Adriana and its Buffer Zone“, organized by “Accademia Adrianea di Architettura e Archeologia“, 2018
(7a, 7f: Politecnico di Milano, Scuola AIUC, Polo territoriale di Mantova – 7b, 7g: Politecnico di Torino, DAD_Dipartimento Architettura e Design con
Studio PROAP, Lisbona – 7c: Università degli Studi di Firenze, DIDA_Dipartimento di Architettura – 7d, 7e: Università Politecnica delle Marche, DICEA_
Dipartimento di Ingegneria Civile Edile Architettura, Sezione Architettura con Leibniz Universität Hannover, Institute of Urban Design and Planning).

